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Kaunitz Yeung Architecture Wins Four Awards at the 2020
International Architecture MasterPrize
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MEDIA RELEASE - Sydney, Australia, Thursday 29 October 2020, Sydney based
Kaunitz Yeung Architecture have added to their impressive list of award-winning work
winning four awards at the prestigious 2020 International Architecture MasterPrize (AMP)
including three awards across Healthcare, Green Building and Best of the Best, for their
most recent project the Puntukurnu Aboriginal Medical Services (PAMS) Newman clinic, the
first Aboriginal health clinic in the remote town of Newman, located 1200kms north of Perth,
Australia. They also received an award in the healthcare category for the walu-win
rehabilitation wellbeing centre in Orange Western NSW.
The Architecture MasterPrize is an international competition that honours designs in the
disciplines of architecture, interior design and landscape architecture across the world.
Both projects focused on the delivery of culturally sensitive, holistic and appropriate spaces
for Aboriginal people and the wider community and were delivered within a tight budget
(AUD$8million and $800k respectively), which when combined with their remote locations
required restraint and forethought.
The Newman clinic was commissioned by the Puntukurnu Aboriginal Medical Services
(PAMS) and called for a state-of-the-art, regional primary health care facility to be the physical
embodiment of the ethos of PAMS and place wellness at the centre of community. Community
focused, connected to country, incorporating culture and providing the highest standard of
primary health care.
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The firm is well known and internationally awarded for their work in remote Aborigibal
communities and Director David Kaunitz says Newman is the culmination of more than a
decade of working and living in remote Aboriginal communities and integrates design,
sustainability, clinical and prefabrication techniques from two earlier projects, the Punmu and
Parnngurr Aboriginal Health Clinics in the Western Australian Desert, 1800km from Perth, and
500 km from the nearest towns.
“We believe best practice buildings should be available to all Australians and we are thrilled
these projects have been recognised in such a prestigious environment, said Mr Kaunitz.
“The design process was underpinned by iterative consultation which engaged the
communities, the clinicians and the clients in an ongoing dialogue through the design and
delivery of the buildings.
“Good buildings are not possible without great clients. This project shows what is possible
from true collaboration with Aboriginal people and supportive clients. Their generosity and
wisdom have taught us so much and without their dedication, this outcome would not have
been possible.”
Kaunitz Yeung Architecture have built a strong reputation in collaborating with communities,
stakeholders and end users to produce internationally recognised architecture within modest
budgets that places people at the centre of buildings. This is not the first time they have
featured at the Architecture MasterPrize having previously been recognised as an award
winner in 2018 for their work on the Biripi Aboriginal Health Clinic.
ENDS
Further details about the Winners of the 2020 Architecture MasterPrize can be found here
https://architectureprize.com/winners/
Kaunitz Yeung Architecture Awards
1. Best of the Best: Puntukurnu Aboriginal Medical Services (PAMS) Newman clinic
2. Green Building: Puntukurnu Aboriginal Medical Services (PAMS) Newman clinic
3. Healthcare: Puntukurnu Aboriginal Medical Services (PAMS) Newman clinic
4. Healthcare: walu-win rehabilitation wellbeing centre in Orange Western NSW
For further information and interviews, please contact Samantha Dybac, e:
Samantha@theprhub.com.au p: 0411 251 373
Available for Interview: David Kaunitz, CEO and founder Kaunitz Yeung Architecture
Pronunciation: Kaunitz Yeung – “Cow – nits - Yurn– ng”
Photography – a full range of high res images are available upon request.
Please credit all photography to:
1. Puntukurnu Aboriginal Medical Services (PAMS) Newman clinic – Robert Frith Acorn
Photography
2. walu-win rehabilitation wellbeing centre in Orange Western NSW – Brett Boardman
Photography
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Image of David Kaunitz – please download via this link https://bit.ly/2L0lCfr
Please credit photographer Conrad Taylor

Davd Kaunitz Bio
David Kaunitz is an Australian architect who is also registered in the UK. Following
graduation from UNSW David worked in the UK for 7 years where he ran the London office
of a large multi office practice and was a senior architect on the London Olympic Village.
Subsequently David lived in the Solomon Islands leading community development and post
disaster responses for various governments, agencies and NGOs across the Pacific and
South East Asia.
In starting Kaunitz Yeung Architecture with his wife Ka Wai Yeung he has combined his
extensive commercial experience with his knowledge of living in and working with
communities. This results in architecture that places people at its centre and where good
architecture does not need to necessarily be a luxury item.
Kaunitz Yeung Architecture Bio
Kaunitz Yeung Architecture is a multi-award winning internationally recognised practice
founded by the husband and wife team of David Kaunitz and Ka Wai Yeung. It combines
their extensive commercial experience with David’s knowledge of living in and working with
communities. The result is architecture that places people at its centre and where good
architecture does not need to necessarily be a luxury item. Their projects are bespoke
solutions that sensitively respond to clients, stakeholders, end user requirements, site
context and the budget.
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